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Presentation
The year 2019 was very atypical and somewhat troubled for Brazil, especially with regard to
education.
The Ministry of Education team appointed by the newly elected president, in particular
his minister, Abraham Weintraub - a tarraplenist,
creationist - has been acting in a manner contrary to world trends in the area.
The Communications Ministry, in turn,
was extinguished by the current government
and incorporated into the Ministry of Science,
Technology, Innovations and Communications,
commanded by former astronaut and military
lieutenant-colonel Marcos Pontes. Public universities have been suffering interferences from the
federal government, through the Ministry of Education, which hurt their autonomy. Private universities, under the same ministry, have also been
feeling the effects of this new administration.
For this government, the areas of humanities are not configured as areas of priority interest. Many programs and scholarships have been
and continue to be extinct. Work in the areas of
education and communication today has the primary efforts of teachers and all education professionals. These professors, students, researchers
and student of the Undergraduate and Graduate
Courses in Social Communication at the Universidade Metodista de São Paulo, have been fulfilling
their role of carrying out their commitments in
maintaining a high level of teaching and research.
The Chair UNESCO / UMESP for Communication and Regional Development, with the
support of the Methodist University of São Paulo,
where it is housed, does no different. Efforts were
made to keep up with the works that make up its
history in these 25 years of existence. This work
can be seen in this 2019 report, which indicates
the thematic composition and organization of all
events in which the Chair participated in the form
of organization, management and presentation of
his academic production.

Prof. Dr. Antonio Roberto Chiachiri Filho
antonio.chiachiri@metodista.br

Activities of the Chair UNESCO/
UMESP in Communication for
Regional Development in 2019
Events with participation
and coverage carried out by the
chair UNESCO/UMESP:
2019 Journalism meeting: Event of the Academic
Journalism Center Inês Etienne Romeu, of the Universidade Metodista de São Paulo (UMESP), in celebration of the Journalist’s Day, with the participation of professionals who worked in major vehicles to
share experiences in the occupation and to deal with
relevant and current subjects. With two tables: “International journalistic coverage”, fullfiled by Clayton Souza, a journalist of the Newspaper Estadão,
and by Paula Ramón of Agence France-Presse (AFP)
and “Coverage of tragedies”, with the reporters Thaís
Nunes of SBT television and Marie Declercq of VICE,
on the coverage they did about the tragedies of Brumadinho and Suzano, which occurred, respectively, in
January and March this year.
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/venezuela-fotojornalismo-e-as-tragedias- de-brumadinho-e-suzano-sao-discutidos-em-evento-do-centro-academico/view
I Cumbre Latinoamericana de Directivos y Expertos
em Comunicación: Held in Medellín, Colômbia, the I
Cumbre Latinoamericana de Directivos y Expertos
en Comunicación had as its theme “Communication
of the future and the future of communication” and
dealt with the social, political, economic and social
transformations that have happened in the History of
humanity.
The metting also approached the new disruptive technologies that, in convergence, shape a new model of
society. In addition, it dealt with the new economies
that arise in view of the need to create new jobs and
changes in the labor realtions
The matter of the advantages and disadvantages and
of the limits of the technological agenda in relation
to the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) was also discussed.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/i-cumbre-latinoamericana-de-directivos-y-expertos-em-comunicacion-acontece-em-maio-na-colombia-1/view
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Research Groups
of the Graduate Program.
Research Groups: Media, Art and Culture
Coordination: Prof. Dr. Herom Vargas
Menu: The RG aims to analyze the dynamics of artistic
production and aesthetic languages in the media and
communication process. It seeks to discuss the aesthetic aspects of communicational process and media
cultural texts, and to analyze the tensions between
the aesthetic dimensions of communicational process and the communicational dimensions of artistic
manifestations in the media. Among its interests, the
analysis of visual and sound languages in media environments in specific objects, such as video clip, web
art, video game, performance, advertising, audiovisual, pop music, electronic music stands out, in particular, productions of more experimental propensity and
authorial in the field of media culture.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/professor-jorge-cardoso-filho-discute- experiencia-estetica-em-aula-conjunta-de-grupos-de-pesquisa-do-ppgcom/view
http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/grupo-de-pesquisa-dopos-com-umesp-participa-do-evento-epecom-2019/view

Research Group: Understanding as a Method
Coordination: Prof. Dr. Dimas Künsch and
Prof. Dr. Mateus Yuri Passos
Menu: The general objective of the research group is
to investigate the theoretical, epistemological and
practical meanings of “Understanding as a Method”.
The focus is on the dialog between the most diverse
knowledge practices and learning from a complex,
multiperspective and plural view of knowledge, covering a field of possibilities that goes well beyond the
challenge of weaving relationships between scientific knowledge and its various disciplines - especially
among those theoretical-methodological positions
that interact with coldness or hostility. The rational
and the non-rational, the conscious and the unconscious, the discipline and the indiscipline become
partners in a conversation that neither rank nor despise ways of understanding the world and life that are
expressed in narratives of a scientific, philosophical,
artistic, mythical or religious natures, in daily experiences, in knowledge not named by the eminently scientific-philosophical culture legitimized by the force
of concepts, definitions, universal statements. The
criticism of positivism, which opens space for dialogue
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between different knowledge, focuses less on the idea
of truth and certainty than on the understanding that
emerges from the conversation, without guarantee of
success but founded on a bet between the different
narratives. And it opens space in a particularly important way for the virtualities of communicational
knowledge in the fabric of this very wide network of
negotiation of meanings, that expected results in the
world of life are the fight against all forms of violence
and the cultivation of democratic practices of citizenship, justice and peace.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/gp-da-com-

preensao-como-metodo-apresenta-calendario-de-reunioes-para-o-primeiro-semestre-de-2019/view
http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/grupo-de-pesquisa-da-compreensao-como-metodo-discute-nova-critica-literaria-e-narrativas-futuristicas/view
http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/larps-e-series-originais-da-netflix-sao-discutidos-no-grupo-de-pesquisa-2018dacompreensao-como-metodo2019/view

Research Group: Humanitarian Journalism
and Media Interventions
Coordination: Prof. Dr. Cilene Victor and
Prof. Dr. Roberto Chiachiri
Menu: Armed conflicts, terrorism, civil wars and disasters are the main causes of the global humanitarian crisis, considered the greatest since the end of
World War II. According to the United Nations (UN),
about 150 million people depend on some form of
humanitarian attendance, more than 20 million of
them, in just four countries, South Sudan, Yemen,
Somalia and Nigeria (northeast region), live at risk of
starvation. This reality has demanded urgency in the
debate and in the design of international public policies, materialized, in essence, in global agendas, treaties and milestones signed or ratified by UN member
countries. Understanding and facing the causes and
consequences of the humanitarian crisis, in turn, go
beyond international politics and diplomacy and demand the attention and effective performance of various social institutions, including academy, the media
and organized civil society. Aware of the context of
the humanitarian crisis, also symbolized by mass migratory flows, which in 2017 already reached 68.5 million people, including refugees, asylum seekers and
internally displaced persons, this research group has
humanitarian journalism as its central object, supported in media intervention resources, with their
respective social and technological possibilities. The
main investigation topics of the research group are: 1.
the understanding and expansion of the concepts and
theories of humanitarian journalism; 2. the profile and
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coverage of humanitarian journalism practices; 3. the
actors and main guidelines of humanitarian journalism; 4. media intervention resources by humanitarian
agencies; 5. post-industrial journalism as an escape
route from humanitarian journalism; 6. humanitarian
photojournalism; 7. the signs of humanitarian journalism; 8. image and social inclusion; 9. humanitarian
communication beyond newsrooms; 10. communicational practices for the foundation of the culture of peace.
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/jornalista-venezuelano-participa-de-evento-no-poscom/view

http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/201cprecisamos-superar-a-crise-na-venezuela-pela-via-da-empatia-e-do-jornalismo-humanitario201d-diz-cesar-barrios/view
http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/gp-jornalismo-humanitario-e-media-interventions-recebe-palestrante-colombiana-em-maio/view
http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/grupo-de-pesquisa-do-poscom-debate-fotojornalismo-humanitario/view
http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/grupo-de-pesquisa-recebe-palestrante-para-discutir-fotojornalismo-humanitario/view

Research Group: Communication for Development,
Technology and Public Opinion
Coordination: Prof. Dr. Camila Escudero, Prof. Dr. Roberto Joaquim and Prof. Dr. Alexandre Cappellozza
Menu: The general objective of the research group
is to investigate aspects related to the processes
of generating of meaning in communication actions
aimed at development from a scenario in which technology strongly influences the Society, generating
new processes of understanding, opinion, behavior
and meaning. The construction of new rituals in society, the generation of meaning and the search for
balance can occur mediated by communication and
its instruments of action.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/grupo-depesquisa-mob-com-recebe-palesstra-de-daniel-reis-silva-sobre-think-tanks/view

http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/jung-mo-sung-apresenta-palestra-sobre-idolatria-do-dinheiro-e-direitos-humanos/view
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UNESCOM
(UMESP Communication Group
research dissemination seminars)
It is the realization of seminars and workshops aimed
at the dissemination of research lines in Communication, offered by the Universidade Metodista de São
Paulo (graduation and postgraduation), in addition to
the presentation and discussion of projects in the development stage at the Chair UNESCO / UMESP.
Workshop: Contemporary journalism and the woman
journalist
Date: April 24 of 2019
Speaker: Jéssica Collado, journalist and master's student
of the Postgraduate Program in Communication at the
Universidade Metodista de São Paulo (PósCom / UMESP)
About: Faced with the crisis scenario, structural
changes in the journalism and in the space, women
are conquering in the spaces of the profession, the
workshop aims to discuss how the discriminatory
processes suffered by women journalists are configured in this context of transformations.
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/poscom/noticias/jornalismo-e-espaco-de-assedio-e-desvalorizacao-feminina-expoe-mestrado-em-comunicacao

Workshop: Network mainstream trolling and its impact on political polarization in social media
Date: May 29 of 2019
Speaker: Bruno Antunes, PhD student at the Postgraduation Program in Communication at the Universidade Metodista de São Paulo (PósCom / UMESP)
About: Social media has become a battlefield among
users in a political polarization scenario. Groups are
divided into virtual communities to stand for their positions and attack their opponents. In this context,
social media has become a fertile soil for a subgroup
of the web: the trolls.
Those digital actors organize themselves in forums
called chains. In those virtual spaces is where memes,
vocabularies used by users of social media and tactics
to disturb the discussion made online were created.
Chans are also known for offensive, racist, sexist, homophobic posts and even sharing child pornography.
The intention of the trolls is to cause an aggressive
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reaction from those who attack and then transform
a space for debate into mutual attacks, in what they
do very well. In this way, the influence of trolls begins
to transform the discussion on social media into an
exchange of attacks between both parts.
To do that, they use various tactics, such as organizing attacks profiles on social media, the disclosure of
personal data of targets and the use of robots. The influence of those digital actors had been decisive in the
American elections and, consequently, also in Brazil.
Understanding the actions of those groups and their
ability to influence behavior on social media is essential to understand the political crisis that democracy
is experiencing in the current scenario.
Access:

http://portal.metodista.br/poscom/noticias/doutorando-da-metodista-pesquisa- como-os-trolls-perturbam-a-ordem-e-denigrem-a-web

News published by JBCC: Brazilian
Journal of Communication
Brazil:
Journalist Ricardo Boechat dies at 66
Early at Monday afternoon, the 11th, journalist Ricardo Boechat died. He was on board the aircraft that
crashed on Anhanguera highway, in São Paulo. The
helicopter hit the front of a truck, which was traveling
on the same road. The pilot also passed away.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/morre-aos66-anos-o-jornalista-ricardo- boechat

World:
PPGCOM / UMESP professors Roberto Chiachiri and
Cilene Victor participated in the coverage of the European Parliament elections
Between May 23 and 26, elections for the European
Parliament has toke place. The 751 elected representatives will remain in power until 2024. They will be
responsible for deciding the direction of the European Union in this phase of weakening the bloc and the
emergence of nationalist movements across the continent.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/professores-do-ppgcom-umesp-participam-da-cobertura-das-eleicoes-do-parlamento-europeu/view
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Chair Unesco/Umesp holder and PPGCOM master's
student present work in France
Chair Unesco / Umesp in Communication for Regional
Development holder, Prof. Roberto Chiachiri, together with the master student of the Postgraduate Program in Social Communication at the Universidade
Metodista (PPGCOM / UMESP), Wagner Ribeiro will
present the work with the theme “La Pluralité des interprétations en Art ”At the XXV Franco-Brazilian colloquium on aesthetics RETINA.
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/titular-da-catedra-unesco-e-mestrando-do-ppgcom-apresentam-trabalho-na-franca/view

Chair Unesco/Umesp holder and student of PósCom
participate in the World Semiotics Congress in Buenos Aires
Between September 9 and 13, the 14th World Congress
of the International Semiotic Association - IASS / AIS
took place in the city of Buenos Aires, Argentina. The
word "Trajectories" was chosen as the thematic proposal of the event, which included researchers from
five continents, totaling approximately 800 papers
presented in tables divided by themes and research
axles.
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/titular-da-catedra-unesco-e-aluna-do-poscom-participam-do-congresso-mundial-de-semiotica-em-buenos-aires/view

Scientific events:
Master's and PhD students of Metodista's PPGCOM
will present works at the 13th Cásper Pesquisa Interprograms
Between April 11 and 13, the PPGCOM of Universidade
Cásper Líbero will hold 13th Interprograms and will
count with the participation of about 10 graduate students from the Universidade Metodista de São Paulo.
The purpose of the event is to expand the dialogue between graduate programs in communication at Brazilian universities.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/mestrandos-e-doutorando-do-ppgcom-da-metodista-apresentarao-trabalhos-no-13o-interprogramas-casper-pesquisa/view
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Master Class of PPGCom: “We have a duty to be activists”, says Norval Baitello
Last Monday (18th), Prof. Dr. Norval Baitello Júnior professor of the Post-Graduation in Communication
at the Pontífica Universidade Católica (PUC) - held
the Master Class of PPGCom-UMESP. With the theme
"Communication, Media and Activism: Poisonous
Times", the purpose of the event was to discuss the
role and the social impacts of those three elements
in the current scenario of ideological polarizations in
Brazil. Postgraduation and graduation students, researchers and professors were present.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/aula-magn a - d o - p p g c o m -2 0 1 c t e m o s - o - d e v e r - d e - s e r m o s - a t i v i s tas201d-diz-norval-baitello/view
Professor Luís Mauro Sá Marinho discusses aesthetics and politics at a meeting of the research group
The September meeting of the Research Group ´Media, Culture and Art ', of the Pos Graduation Program
in Social Communication at the Universidade Metodista (PPGCOM / UMESP), coordinated by Professor
Herom Vargas, received the researcher Luís Mauro Sá
Martino to discuss the relations between aesthetics
and politics.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/professor-luis-mauro-sa-martino-discute-estetica-e-politica-em-reuniao-do-grupo-de-pesquisa/view
PósCom / UMESP research group participates in the
EPECOM 2019 event
The Meeting of Researchers in Communication and
Culture (Epecom) took place in Sorocaba, SP, on October 23 and 24. In its 13th national and 2nd international edition, the event was held by the Postgraduation Program in Communication and Culture at the
University of Sorocaba (Uniso).
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/grupode-pesquisa-do-pos-com-umesp-participa-do-evento-epecom-2019/view
Umesp keeps tradition and protagonism in the Intercom
One of the main Brazilian communication congresses,
the Intercom has in its DNA a little of the Universidade
Metodista de São Paulo. Not only due to the memory
of the professor of the house, José Marques de Melo
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(founder and former president of the Brazilian Society
of Interdisciplinary Studies of Communication), who
died in 2018, but also due to the new generation of
researchers who annually promote science with their
researches.
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/umesp-mantem-tradicao-e-protagonismo-no-intercom/view
VIII eCom proposes debates about body, city, art and
market
The eighth edition of the Brazilian Conference on the
Study of Communication and Market, organized by
the Communication and Market Research Group - coordinated by Professor Daniel Galindo - with the chair
UNESCO / UMESP of Communication for Regional Development and the Centro Universitário Belas Artes,
featured lectures about the city, diversity and design
and their relationship with the market.
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/viii-ecom-propoe-debates-sobre-corpo-cidade-arte-e-mercado/view
Lecture of the Journalism Meeting promotes debate
about news coverage in the periphery
The debate promoted by the Academic Journalism Center Inês Etienne Romeu, from the Universidade Metodista de São Paulo, counted on the participation of journalists Vagner Alencar, co-director of Agência Mural, and
Keyty Medeiros, editor of the portal Margens, to discuss
how to do a journalistic coverage of periphery that does
not reinforce stereotypes of violence.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/pales-

tra-do-encontro-de-jornalismo-promove-debate-sobre-cobertura-jornalistica-da-periferia/view

Professor Vitor Chaves de Souza discusses hermeneutics and Paul Ricoeur at a Research Group meeting
“Paul Ricoeur and understanding”. That was how the
last meeting of the Research Group ‘Understanding
as a Method’ started, with Vitor Chavez de Souza. Coordinated by the professors Mateus Yuri Passos and
Dimas Künsch from the Graduation Program in Social
Communication at the Univerdade Metodista (PPGCOM / UMESP), the meeting received the professor,
who is part of the Graduation Program in Sciences
of Religion. A scholar of the French philosopher Paul
Ricoeur, Chavez published the book ‘The fold of religion in Paul Ricoeur’, the result of his doctoral thesis.
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Access:http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/professor-vitor-chaves-de-souza-discute-hermeneutica-e-paul-ricoeur-emreuniao-de-grupo-de-pesquisa/view
The role of memory in relations with cultural dynamics: an encounter with Irene Machado
Irene Machado, a professor at USP – Universidade de
São Paulo, attended the 15th International Music and
Media Meeting, which took place in São Paulo between
September 25 and 27 of 2019, at the Research and
Training Center of SESC-SP. The theme of the event
dealt with subjects related to memory in its various
developments. With the mediation of Professor Mônica Nunes (ESPM), Irene occupied the table entitled:
“The role of cultural codes of spatialization of memory, with the oral presentation: Semiotics of Culture:
Tártu Moscow School and the legacy of Iúri Lotman.
The brazilian semiotician, linked to the Semiotics of
Culture, analyzes how the laws of semiotics of memory preserve the dynamics of culture and constantly
recalls the various “texts” and manifestations presented in it. It warns of the fact that we do not think
of memory as a repository, but as a dynamic space of
exchanges and flows, which aims not only to re-articulate with the past, but also future transformations.
Those dynamics recommend and give rise to the production of new codes responsible for translating, updating and generating new meanings within the culture.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/o-papel-da-

memoria-nas-relacoes-com-as-dinamicas-culturais-um-encontro-com-irene-machado/view

PósCom research group debates humanitarian photojournalism
The photographer Karine Garcêz was the guest of the
research group Humanitarian Journalism and Media Interventions, of the Postgraduation Program in
Communication at the Universidade Metodista de São
Paulo (UMESP), to discuss and exchange views with
the group's researchers about the practices, limits,
challenges and the social and political potential of humanitarian photojournalism.
A c c e s s : h t t p : // p o r t a l . m e t o d i s t a . b r/u n e s c o / j b c c /g r u po-de-pesquisa-do-poscom-debate-fotojornalismo-humanitario/view
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PósCom / UMESP professor gives workshop about
ceremonial and protocol
In the field of communication, we are constantly participating in events as a professional activity or as
guests. The importance of knowing the elements of
ceremonial and protocol better comes from there.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/professor-do-poscom-umesp-ministra-workshop-sobre-cerimonial-e-protocolo/view
PPGCOM / UMESP promotes workshop on academic
research
The professors of the Postgraduation Programs in
Social Communication at the Universidade Metodista
(PPGCOM / UMESP) Vander Casaqui and Luiz Alberto de Farias presented the workshop “From project
to research in communication: undergraduation and
graduation studies” on October 16 for graduation students of UMESP communication courses.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/ppgcom-umesp-promove-workshop-sobre-a-pesquisa-academica/view

Professor Cilene Victor participates in Seminar at
UFS to discuss displacement caused by disasters
Cilene Victor, professor at the Universidade Metodista de São Paulo, participated between March 20 and
22 in the VI National Seminar on Philosophy and Nature at the Federal University of Sergipe (UFS). With
the central theme "Technique, nature and socio-environmental ethics in the use of waters", the discussions
were motivated by the celebration of World Water
Day. Brazilian and foreign researchers were present,
as well as postgraduation and graduation students.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/professora-cilene-victor-participa-de-seminario-na-ufs-para-discutir-deslocamentos-por-desastres/view

Culture:
Master student of PósCom launches book about kidnapping of political militants children during the military regime
Thirty-four years after being proclaimed extinct, the
Brazilian civil-military dictatorship (1964-1985) has
stories that are far from have finished. These are stories that have been hidden from the population and
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books. Stories of kidnappings and appropriation of
babies, children and adolescents, children of left-wing
activists or people against the dictatorial regime. Like
a war booty, the military forces appropriated those
victims, called "children of subversives", "cursed babies". In Argentina, there are 500 cases of this barbaric crime against humanity. In Brazil, reporter Eduardo
Reina, after an extensive investigation, discovered 19
cases of babies and children kidnapping by the dictatorship.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/mestrando-do-poscom-lanca-livro-sobre-sequestro-de-filhos-de-militantes-politicos-durante-o-regime-militar/view
Podcast is the subject of a debate at the opening of
the V Journalism Meeting of the Academic Center
Inês Etiene Romeu
In the last 23rd morning, the fifth edition of the Journalism Meeting began, held by the Academic Center
Inês Etiene Romeu. The event counts with the presence of professionals from different areas of journalism who present their career experiences.
Acesso: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/centro-academico-realiza-v-encontro-de-jornalismo/view

Cultural event organized by refugees discusses 71
years of occupation in Palestine
After the creation of the State of Israel on May 14,
1948, five Arab countries - Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria - started an offensive against the newly
formed nation. Due to the attack, Israel began to disregard the land demarcations made by the UN, leading to the destruction of 531 Palestinian villages and
the displacement of more than 700,000 people. Considered an ethnic cleansing, the date of the conflict
began to be called Nakba, catastrophe in Arabic.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/evento-cul-

tural-organizado-por-refugiados-discute-os-71-anos-da-ocupacao-na-palestina/view
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Universidade Metodista:
Profissão Repórter (Profession Reporter ) team presents Globo Lab project to Metodista journalism students
Last Monday, 25, graduation students of the Journalism course received, at the Salão Nobre of the Universidade Metodista de São Paulo (UMESP), the team of
Profissão Repórter, a Rede Globo program, presented
by Caco Barcellos. The lecture was given by the presenter, Eliane Scardovelli, and the program editor,
Caio Cavechini.
Ac c e s s : ht t p : //p o r t a l . m e t o d i s t a . b r/u n e s c o / j b c c /e q u i pe-do-profissao-reporter-apresenta-projeto-globo-lab-para-estudantes-de-jornalismo-da-metodista/view
Pensacom 2019 releases schedule
The sixth edition of the Conference on Brazilian Communication Thinking (Pensacom Brasil), which will
take place on December 9 and 10 at the Training and
Research Center (CPF) of SESC / SP, in the Bela Vista
neighborhood, released its program.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/pensacom-2019-divulga-programacao/view
A week of curiosities
The Universidade Metodista de São Paulo (UMESP)
received Sefime (Methodist Philosophy Week), a fourday event (October 14 to 17) that aimed to reflect on
the theme: is it possible to educate without philosophizing? Organized by the Professor Rui Josgrilberg
Academic Center, the week of academic discussions
proved to be interdisciplinary in nature. Education
and Philosophy, together in an environment conducive to discussions of all kinds
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/uma-semana-de-curiosidades/view

Venezuela, photojournalism and the tragedies of Brumadinho and Suzano are discussed at an event at the
Academic Center
In celebration of the Journalist's Day, celebrated on
April 7, the Academic Journalism Center Inês Etienne Romeu, of the Universidade Metodista São Paulo
(UMESP), promoted, on Wednesday, 10, a meeting with
two debates sessions. Paula Ramón and Clayton Sou-16-

za composed the table for the first session addressing
the theme: international news coverage.
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/venezuela-fo-

tojornalismo-e-as- tragedias-de-brumadinho-e-suzano-sao-discutidos-em-evento-do-centro- academico/view

Scientific production:
Scientific research with software support: organization and productivity
The production of scientific articles, monographs,
dissertations and thesis can be facilitated with the
help of softwares, making researchers much more
productive and focused. Just as Lightroom helps photographers and AutoCAD helps engineers, there is
much to learn from the use of digital tools in organizing, writing and analyzing quantitative and qualitative
data from academic papers.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/pesquisa-cientifica-com-apoio-de-softwares-organizacao-e-produtividade/
view
The necessity to understand and include the body in
communication studies
We live in a world of "connections". The term connections refers to the idea that we are part of an inseparable web of relationships, where looks, gestures,
speech, smell put us in relation to someone. Our body
emanates something to another. The ideas presented
here are based on the principle of a discourse of the
body and the body that does not require technological
support.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/da-necessidade-de-compreender-e-incluir-o-corpo-nos-estudos-de-comunicacao/view
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International Academic Events
IV Brazil-Colombia Seminar on Studies and Understanding Practices
From12/11/2019 to 11/14/2019
The Universidade Metodista de São Paulo hosted the
fourth edition of the Brazil-Colombia Seminar on Understanding Studies and Practices, organized by the
Research Group on Understanding As a Method and
the Univesidad de Antioquia – Colombia – and Chair
Unesco/Umesp in communication with the presence
of the Colombian writer Pablo Montoya.
The Seminar is part of a tradition that began more
than 10 years ago and that sees the need to give voice
to more comprehensive, dialogical and ecological
forms of behavior, knowledge and political and citizen
action at a time when Brazil and the world hate speech
proliferates.
Three thematic axes were dealt during the meetings:
"Literature, art and understanding"; “Journalism, dialogue and understanding”; "Think and act with the
sign of understanding".
Acces: http://portal.metodista.br/agenda/2019/iv-seminario-brasil-colombia-de-estudos-e-praticas-de-compreensao

Escola do Parlamento
Journalism extension course
The first edition of the Ricardo Boechat Course and
Political Journalism Award began in 14th, organized
by the Itapevi City Council and the Dr. Osmar de Souza School of Parliament. Aimed at journalism students
and newly graduated journalists, the action aims to
contribute to the improvement of political coverage
and the use of new platforms. The eight-month course
received more than 200 applications, of which 86 were
selected to participate in the first edition. The classes will address the theoretical content of the policy,
the study of languages and formats for multimedia
platforms and the practical part directed to the production of guidelines that will compete for the award.
The action has the partnership of the Chair UNESCO
/ UMESP in Communication for Regional Development
and the research group “Humanitarian Journalism
and Media Interventions. “
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